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2022-23 season was one of our biggest seasons to date.  

This season I had Saige King join me as Junior administrator and she has shown a real interest in 

learning the role and making or mini and junior competitions something amazing. I hope she will 

continue in this role and be willing to learn more.  

Our Mini and Junior competitions are growing every year which is amazing for our club and the sport 

as a whole.  

We had 84 mini teams which is a huge 25 extra teams from the season before for the age range 4-9 

years. A slight rise in our junior competition with 91 teams just 6 more than the previous season.  

Our mixed and opens teams were down numbers on the previous season. We are going to try and 

implement a few things to try and build up our competitions including trying to implement an U18 and 

O35 Mixed competition on Tuesday nights in conjunction with our regular mixed competition as well 

as O30’s for mens and womens. We did try to get interest in running a mixed Struddy’s Super series 

however just did not have enough interest for this season so will try again next year.  

Our All abilities competitions are again growing with our senior competition having 2 teams of a 

combined 16 players as well as our young committee members who joined in and assisted them. Our 

newest Junior All Abilities program having just 6 children involved. We are working on having these 

both grow again with Bathurst also showing an interest in having a senior AA team or two come and 

compete in our AA comp. I would like to thank Di, Bec and all their helpers in all they have done with 

the AA programs and hope they can build upwards from here.  

I again would like to thank each and every committee member for their help and even those who were 

not on the committee who assisted with ideas or helping out where required.  

I look forward to working with all the new committee and hope we can make our association even 

bigger and better in season 2023-24.  

 

Tracee Livingstone 
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